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ATTACK ON ECHEVIT 

Q. Do you consider that the security measures to protect 
Echevit in New York were adequate? 

A. We believe that they were precisely what was needed 

as proved by the successful handlinE of the incident last night. 

Q. Are security details being strengthened as a result of the 
incident in New York? 

A. I cannot give you the exact details of our security 

measures, but security at each location will be provided 

in accordance with perceived needs. However, I can assure 

you we are not taking any chances. 

Q. What is the status of the case against Mr. Stavros Sykopetripis? 

A. You shouJd check with the Justice Department. However, 

we understand that Mr. Sykopetripis is to be arraigned this 

morning. The FBI is investigating this incident under the 

.Act for the protection of foreign nations. 

FYI ONLY: Echevit is not a foreign national, but he is covered 

as a former head of government. 

', 
Q: Did the President apologize to leaders of opposition Eccvit? 

A: Secretary Kissinger telephoned Ecevit after the incident last 

night to express our r ret over the incident and our relief that 

the potential as saila:-~t was uns"Jc ces sful. 

Digitized from Box 125 of The Ron Nessen Papers at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library
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Office of the White House Press Secretary 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT 

A ~llov~~ tl'lefr 
I deeply regret the G€eisi~ of the Government of Turkey to 
suspend all American activities at joint U.S.-Turkish defense 
installations and to take over control and supervision of these 
important installations. 

I repeatedly warned the House of Representatives of extremely 
serious consequences, such as this, if the United States failed to 
restore military sales and credits to our Turkish allies. I again 
want to praise those House members of both parties who ~eeeee my fit~ .~~~ 
waFning aft.tl voted in the national interest. New, less tllaa 24 nettrs &t
·afteT yest~day's 223-206 vote in the House of Representatives, 
Turkey hasAa~nounced actions which I believe will work to the 
detriment of ~ important U.S. security interests. 

c..r-a'i• ..,.(\.'( ( 

In view of these~ damaging developments, I a~aiA urge the t~~.k 
House of Representatives to reconsider its refusal to restorefU.s. --
assistssssctg ru~. Prompt, affirmative action by the House of ) 
Representatives is essential to the vital national defense interests 
of our C9\1Btry. ~ VJitck i f~r.r J "f-our u~f1'/Uf ,"(., ~ 

e~f~ ~J · ,. ~J o_,/' !ll/te( I~ l}f{/¥-<f.C fJ!tiJVU' -

# # # 

---:;i.t-,L ~~IE 
) ~(~.,..,~-



Turkey-U.S. Resume Talks on Bases 

Murrey Marder's front page (Post) story today reports that Turkey 
has agreed to reopen talks on the use of American military and intelli
gence bases and to encourage negotiations on 11all aspects 11 of the Cyprus 
dispute. The announcement was made by Turkish Foreign Minister 
CAGLAYANGIL. The discussions will be held in Ankara with U.S. 
Ambassador William Macomber, Jr. 

Q: What do we expect from these discussions? 

A: We are seeking to rebuild our security relationship with Turkey 

as the President said in his statement following the passage of 

<~~ly lifting the embargo. We also hope to A5-S•'*"'TH~ 
i~c-tAtzrl'es tt..) facilitat4f progress on the Cyprus negotiations and we welcome 

the Turkish statements in this regard. 

Q: What can you tell us about the status of the bases now and Turkey• s 
present feeling about total reactivation? 

A: For more specific information1 I suggest you check with Stateo 



US-TURKISH DEFENSE COOPERATION AGREEMENT 

Q: Mr. President, may we have your reaction to the conclusion of the new 
US-Turkish Defense Cooperation Agreement, signed on Friday evening, 
March 26 by Secretary Kissinger and Turkish Foreign Minister Caglayangil? 

A: It is a source of great satisfaction that the United States and Turkey have 

successfully concluded the negotiation of a new Defense Cooperation 

Agreement. The new agreement reflects the very important defense 

interests we share with the Government of Turkey as NATO allies 

I reviewed these issues personally with the Turkish Foreign Minister on 

Wednesday. The new agreement makes an important contribution to the 

national security interests of the United States, and it is therefore very 

much to be welcomed. 

Q: What are the details? 

A: By mutual agreement with the Government of Turkey, the details will 

be announced simultaneously in Ankara and Washington at the beginning 

of next week. We will have a detailed review of the agreement at that 

time. 



TURKEY. GREECE AND CYPRUS 

Q: How do you explain the aid levels for Greece and Turkey in the 
absence of movement toward a Cyprus settlement? 

A: The action of Congress in partially lifting the arms embargo against 

Turkey marked an essential first step in our efforts: 

to' assist the parties directly involved in the Cyprus 

negotiations to move toward a peaceful· and equitable 

settlement; 

to continue American assistance to ease the plight of 

Cyprus refugees; 

to restore the proper balance in our relations with 

Turkey; 

to work with Greece to determine that country's 

most urgent needs for economic and military 

assistance; 

and. collectively, through these efforts, to safeguard 

with our friends and allies our vital strategic interests 

in· the Eastern Mediterranean. 

The present request is an attempt to continue with these efforts, 

which we believe give the best hope of lasting peace in the area. 



~ U.S. BASES IN TURKEY 

Q: i.b s Drs ai:ritH'f'f!O,Jln retaliation for the cut-off in U.S. military aid, the 
Turkish Government has called for negotiations to begin in 30 days on 
the status of U.S. bases and facilities in Turkey. In your opinion, will 
a reduced U.S. military presence in Turkey have an adverse impact on 
U.S. and NATO security interests in the eastern Mediterranean? 

A: A note from the Governme~'t _gf Turkey on th~ subject of U.S. bases in 

Turkey was just delivered to our embassy in Ankara, and we will , of course, 

...f!-.t.. 'P """"~ 
be giving careful attention to this communication. As~e stated in the past, 

/!'-
Turkey is a longstanding friend and ally. ~strongly supporjSresumption of 

military assistance to Turkey. \congressional approval of the Mansfield-Scott 
l 
I 

legislation passed by the Senate will rectify the current situation and restore 

a proper relationship between the United States and Turkey. 

'·' 
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nESTORATION OF MILITARY AID TO TURKEY 

FACT SHEET 

1. United States military assistance to an old and faithful ally, 
Turkey, was cut off on February 5 by action of the Congre::;s. 
This has imposed an embargo on military P,Urchases by Turkey, 
extending even to items already paid for. (~71JM) 

2. Although the Senate's passage of the Mansfield-Scott Bill was an 
important first step toward reestablishing with Turkey our 
credibility as a trusted friend and ally, '!Pa:lzisb h sst in the 
liiniteel l!itdu • IMii:RI as & h 1uhli '•i:aRzland &llh~Tu::kish trust 
in the United States remains shaken. At Brussels, the President 
and Turkish Prime Minister discussed the military aiel cnt-·off 
and other aspects of our relations. The Government of Turkey 
expressed bewilderment and disbelief over the milita~y aid 
embargo -- citing it as totally contrary to our corn ... "1:1on interests 
and our historic ties. 

3. Our longstanding relationship with Turkey is not a favor to Turkey. 
It is a clear and essential mutualinterest. Turkey lies or. the 
rim of the Soviet Uniqn and at the gates of th~ Middle East. It 5. s 
vital to the security of'the eastern Mediterranean~ the so~thern 
flank of Western Euro.pe And t~e cqllective secudty of the Western 

... .....__ ____ 

alliance. ~,.' !, : l 

:~ ·<. '1 ·::,'.: ~::. ,) i' ~· i ''·:~~> ; : ' : . { 
With approximately half a million men un:cler· ~~ims,,. inclv.ding_NA 'f.O"s., 4. 
second largest land force (375, 000 men),' and a key str<:ttegic position. 
vis -a-vis the Soviet Union and the Middle East, Turkeyjn.akes a· . 
vital contribution to the Western alliance. NATO military authorities 
have stated that a continuation of the U.S. ban on mutual aid to 
Turkey will seriously degrade the capability of all branches of the 
T 1.lrkish armed forces, and their reinforcement by NATO forces 
in a time of tension. The U.S. ban therefore imposes a grave 
limitation on NATO's military posture in the southern region. 

5. The aid cut-off by the Congress was intended to influence Turkey in 
the Cyprus negotiations. But the results of the Congressior:.al action 
have be-en to block progress towards reconciliation, thereby pro·
longing the suffering on Cyprus; complicating our ability to promote 
succassf1.:i.lnegotiations; and increasing the danger of a broader 
conflict. 

6. The Turkish aid cut-off has not forced concessions from the Turks. 
Instead, it has hardened their position in the Cyprus crisis; it has 
fueled Greek-Turkish tensions in the Aegean; and we now run the 
very real risk of serious damage to US-Turkish relations and NATO 
relations. 
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7. Our goal continues to assist the parties in the Cyprus cr1s1s -- Greece, 
Turkey and Cyprus -- to reach a settlement which accommodates the 
interests of each -- and,in turn, contributes to the stability of the 
Mediterranean and the continuing strength of the Alliance. The attitudes 
of Greece and Turkey are of central importance and we cannot continue 
to alienate one of the major participants. 

B. There is growing frustration and irritation in Turkey over this 
penalization of a trusted friend and ally by the United States. In this 
regard, the Turkish Government in mid-June set a 30-day deadline 
for resumption of aid or consultations on reductions of U.S. facilities 
on Turkish soil. Turkish moves against our installations would have 
an adverse impact on U. So and NATO security interests in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, and would also further damage prospects for a Cyprus 
settlement. 

9. House approval of legislation which restores a proper balance in our 
relationship with Turkey and which is fair and equitable to Turkey and 
to Greece will increase our flexibility in working with both sides on a 
solution to the Cyprus problem. 

10. Without this legislation, progress toward settlement will not be made 
and the situation will almost certainly deteriorate. This will work 
against the interests of all -- Greece, Turkey and Cyprus, the United 
States and NATO. 

11. To sum up, the need is for immediate legislation to restore to an 
important NATO ally access to U.S. sources of supply for spares, 
components, and other material compatible with previously supplied 
U.s. military equipmentr' 'aiaftt:::a:::::zViF go will enable Turkey to 
fulfill its NATO role, will safeguard vital U.S. installations in Turkey, 
and virill remove a substantial impediment to progress in the Cyprus 
negotiations. 



Nell just brought this by .•. 

General Scowcroft is in with the President ••. 

he brought this out to Nell and said we 

can put this out •... he then went back 

in with the President. 
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MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO TURKEY 

Q: You have waived legislative restrictions on aid to Turkey until 
December lOthr do you think the United States should provide 
military assistance to Turkey in view of its role in the Cyprus 
crisis? What steps do you foresee if ''substantial progress11 toward 
a settlement has not been achieved by December lOth, the cut-off 
date specified by the Continuing Resolution? 

A: Our ability to play a positive role in h~lping to find a solution to 

the difficult Cyprus problem depends on being able to maintain 

a constructive relationship with the parties involved. A cut-off of 

assistance to Turkey would be destructive of that relationship and 

might, in fact, destroy any hope for the success of initiatives the 

U.S. has already taken or may take in the future to contribute to a 

just settleme!:lt of the Cyprus problem. Moreover, cutting off aid to 

Turkey would not affect the situation on the ground in Cyprus, would 

not help Greece or the Cypriot people, woul-1. be contrary to our vital 

defense interests in the Eastern Mediterranean and destructive the 

NATO alliance. 

Accordingly, I used the authority granted to me in the Continuing 

Resolution to waive restrictions on aid to Turkey t:.ntil December lOth. 

We are in continuing and close co.:1tact with the parties and are hopeful 

of progress toward a settlement by that date. 
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Do you have any comment on Senate attempts to attach amendments 
to the Export-Import Bank bill restricting loans to the Soviet 
Union and Communist countries7 

Gu~dance: The Ad.inistrat ion position is that we hope to get 
the Ex-lm Bank bill passed unencumbered by unneeesaary restrictions. 

Specifically, what about these restrictions on loans to Communist 
countries? 

Guidance: We regard as sufficient the Ex-Lm Bank poltcy that 
loans are based on an evaluation of economic feasibility of 
the countries and that political circumstances are as a matter 
of course taken into account in substantial loans to these countries. 

~c~t;~ 

~~~/ 
~ _.A:~--c;.'>-L.II~~ ~.rt~ 

Q_~~~~~ 

~ p~~~~ 
;z:( lvJJl ~ ~UA-7I:J..) 

--o -----

Q~T~~.ru~~ 
A-~ AJa' ~-

• 
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CYPRUS SITUATION- TURKISH MILITARY ASSISTANCE 

Q: Can you tell us what action you intend to take in the face of tomorrow's 
deadline on military assistance to Turkey? Do you believe enough 
progress will be made in the Cyprus negotiations to resume military 
assistance soon? 

A: We deeply regret the action on Congress cutting off military 

assistance to Turkey. We have expressed to Congress the strong 

conviction of this Administration that a cut- off of aid to Turkey in 

the present situation would be counterproductive. It will damage 

our relationship with a major ally in a strategically important part 

of the Mediterranean. Moreover, by limiting our ability to work with 

all parties, it will have the opposite effect to that which was intended, 

slowing the negotiating process rather than speeding it up. 

I 'f?elieve that the parties involved in Cyprus'have agreed to a series 

of positive and constructive steps that will hopefully lessen tensions 

on the island and be conducive to further progress in the negotiations. 

But this is a long and slow process. Considering the complexity of 

the situation, these first steps represent genuine progress and should 

be viewed as important indications of resolve and good faith on the 

part of the negotiators. 

In the meantime, we will continue to do everything possible to 

encourage the two sides to make progress in their negotiations 

toward a satisfactory settlement while we ~:ontinue to work vvith 
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Congress to resolve the matter of our relationship with an important 

NATO ally • 

. _. : . ·. 
·'. 



Gu~dance: , We are pleased with' the statesmanlike action of the-

(
_. Senate·· in· exte-ndinJ: the· December tO .. deadline. : The Administration's 
_ views a.xa on this. particular amendment are well known. 

( -:: 

.,. . 
.. ... ... '·:. ··.·-· .· ;;... . 

· , -·. _ -:-r---~-'we 'rema1.n nopex:uL cua&: 

progress can be achieved and- to this end Secretary Kissinger 
will direct his efforts while in Brussels next week. 

FYI ONLY: Yesterday Senator Eagleton asked the Senate to 
confirm previous legislation cutting off military aid to Turkey 
on December 10 unless President Ford testified that Ankara 
was obeying foreign assistance legislation and progress was 
being made toward peace in Cyprus. Senator Humphrey successfully 
amended the Eagleton propos.al by authorizing the President to · 
suspend it until February 14. The Humphrey amendment carried a 

·proviso · that it could only be suspended if Turkey observed the 
CyPrus ceasefire, did not increase its ·forces· on Cyprus or 
transfer US military supplies there. ~~~~expe~ 
·eoRff~lra~R. •martn~rit-~f~em'De'P*TO•tte!R~ 
lin~.widl>.a..goroidut"OIII'effee~onJStll\Jesd'ay,t 

... ~ rovt: •9Jfl . . 
·can··.y.;~~-na:~rffsh'·'· ' Mfrrtse:er-;.Bsenb"~!Wa~eer~r,.w 
Kiss ing.eJ:JfVil .. 'Jli1iJft7I~&o:l!(~ot\!Itth~. Cyp-t:US~.tt,s.-ituation1.dur.ing:a>thediAl'9a' 
Forl!fgn..:Mfnt'St'er:SiMCemfe.renc~tlJi.:Brusse-lPnert'-"''WeeklP 

Guidance: Y~ Secretary Kissinger will be in Brussels from 
.--~ 

December 10 - 13 for the NATO Foreign Ministers Conference. While 
in Brussels the Secretary plans to meet with the Foreign Ministers 
of Greece and Turkey to discuss the Cyprus issue. 

~Wll~.u..~~:-· •••a.,-~P.••tw.~~~ 

Guidance: The US has remained in contact, with all · interested 
parties. As you know, Secretary Kissinger~ill be travelling to 
Brussels for the NATO Ministerial December 10 - 13 and is looking 
forw~rd to discussions with the Gree~ andTurkish Foreign Ministe:n. 

.. . --~- -...-

'·• 
- . 

.. ..... 

• 
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·-

8. Can yotf-"'expl~stration rs trymg·to rush to ... T~keY) 
sorre $2 30'-Mi:liton""WM"th--of-tank. modernization·~ipment"b efor e ·the·· 
F"eor~!f? .. 

. . 

GUIDANCE: I vould refer you to the Department of State for 
whatever details may be available on our ongoing military,n .:.. ~ . 

supply r _elationship with our NATO ally. ~ --~ ~/ ~ 
,.~ ~.;A ~ .,-:;y{.¢- ~:~~~L?t p:.[~~ -h 
FYI ONLY: The amount in question is part of a long standing 
offer for a cash sale of modernization equipment. The U.S. 

~· 

is conducting business as usual with our Turkish ally, in as much 
as the Congression~ly mandated cutoff will not take effect until 
February 5. 

FYI ONLY: If asked about Vlh at the .Administration plans to 
do regarding the February 5 cutoff, you should simply respond 
that we are in close contact with the parties to the Cyprus dispute 
and with the appropriate members of Congress on this problem. 

• 

":.• . ' 
~. . , 



TURKISH MILITARY ASSISTANCE 

Q: Mr. President, the Senate recently passed the Mansfield-Scott 
Bill which would restore US military assistance to Turkey which 
was cut- off on February S. What was Prime Minister Demirel 1 s 
reaction? 

A: I very much welcomed the favorable Senate action on the 

Mansfield-Scott Bill. The effect of the Congressional action to 

terminate military aid to Turkey has been to impede rather than 

facilitate progress toward a Cyprus settlement -- and it is not 

in keeping with the mutual interests which the United States and 

Turkey share as friends and allies. The Turkish Prime Minister 

and I reviewed this and other aspects of our relations during our 

meeting in Brussels, and it was a very good, very constructive 

meeting. 

Congressional approval of the Mansfield-Scott legislation 

passed by the Senate will rectify the current situation and will 

better enable us to work with both Greece and Turkey. The recent 

Sena~e action on this bill is an important first step toward restoring 

a proper relationship with a longstanding friend and ally. 

I am strongly .urging the House to pass the Mansfield-Scott Bill. 

Without such passage I think major progress -..vill be difficult. 



White House Press Briefing 

Statement of the White House Press Secretary 

The President has noted that the House of Repres.entativcs is scheduled to 

vote today on S. ZZ30, legislation which would partially lift the arms embargo 

imposed against Turkey last February 5. The President strongly believes that 

favorable House action on this measure is critical if vital U.S. and NATO 

security interests in the Eastern Mediterranean -- interests severely damaged 

by the embargo -· are to be restored. 

Favorable action on this m.easure will enable the United States to begin 

rebuilding its security relationship with Turkey, a good friend and an important 

NATO ally; to renew effective efforts with all the parties involved -- Greece, 

Turkey and Cyprus .... to realize an early and equitable settlement to the complex 

Cyprus dispute; to intensify assistance in cooperation with appropriate international 

agencies to alleviate the suffering of the refugees on Cyprus; and to pursue 

....a,gi!liAit'! assistance to Greece to help that country overcome its current economic 

problems. 

The President feels that these goals in the Eastern Mediterranean are ones 

on which all can agree, but that they cannot be achieved without favorable 

resolution of the Turkish military assistance issue. For this reason, the 

President believes that House approval of S. 2.2.30 is essential to the safeguarding 

of most important U.S. and Alliance interests and to the efforts of the United 

States to help realize greater peace and stability in the Eastern Mediterranean. 



Turkish Aid 

What vital U.S. interests are at stake? (It might be good to 
re-state this point even if it has been made before) 

How will President Ford ''continue to make every effort to 
assist in achieving an equitable settlement of the 
Cyprus dispute''? 

Will President Ford ask Congress to reconsider? 

Does President Ford feel that domestic political considerations 
(the larger Greek than Turkish population in the United 
States) played a role in the house vote? 

Has Turkey given any sign, since the vote, that it will oust 
the U.S. from bases on its territory? 

Has there been any other Turkish reaction? 

What long-range effects will the vote have on NATO 

Did the President see any merit in the argument that, in the 
words of Rep. Rosenthal, "the issue was whether the 
rule of law or pragmatism shall prevailrr? 

And would this sentiment in Congress have any effect on U.S. 
policy (such as supporting right-wing dictators) elsewhere? 



U. S. INCREASE OF ARMS TO TURKEY 

Q. Senator Kennedy claims that the US sharply escalated military 
equipment shipments to Turkey following the Turkish invasion 
of Cyprus in July. Can you confirm or deny this? 

A. There has been no acceleration of military equipment deliveries 

to Turkey since July. Deliveries during the period from July 

through October represented routine shipments of sales and 

grants made prior to the Cyprus crisis. As a matter of fact~ 

there were no new grants of military equipment for Turkey 

under the Military Assistance Program or credits or 

guarantees under the Foreign Military Sales Program during 

that period. 

On October 29, I signed a Determination authorized by the 

Continuing Resolution to suspend restrictions imposed on aid 

to Turkey. Since that time, normal processing of grants 

and sales has taken place. 
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/ / 5. FYI: If asked you can confirm that the President has signed a--.......__.,_.,._ 
I Presidential bet~r1Yttn1f'ibn which suspends the--provisions '. ~f t~~ ~~") 

/ Turkis~ vaidec.utoff"ame-ndment ·in<.thef!,F.Ontinuing resolution ~ii( 
l December 10 as the amendment provides, because such a sus- / 
\ pension will further negotiations of a peaceful solution of the 
\\. . ._ .... Cyprus conflict. The Determination was signed yesterday an 

-.............__ will be pubtl·Mt'edMi'!llll'l:het":Sederal. R:.:e:.:g~i=a:::te:=:.r:..·--~----
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TURKISH MILITARY ASSISTANCE 

Q: Mr. President, on July 25, in retaliation for the continued 
cut-off of military assistance, the Turkish government 
significantly curtailed U.S. activities at joint bases in Turkey. 
What impact has this had on the security of the Eastern 
Mediterranean? Can this situation be reversed? 

A: The Turkish government's actions altering the status of the 

joint defense installations has had a very grave effect on the 

security interests of both countries, as well as on NATO. The 

continuation of the ban on arms assistance is a serious impediment 

to our relations with Turkey, an old and faithful ally. My 

conversations in Helsinki convinced me that the continued 

embargo hinders progress on the fundamental questions in a 

Cyprus settlement. I consider it essential that the arms embargo 

can be lifted, so that our two nations can restore the balance in 

our mutually beneficial relations and fundamental security 

interests. This in turn would increase our ability to work 

effectively with all the parties involved in achieving a just and 

equitable settlement of the Cyprus problem. It is in this 

context that I asked the House to reconsider its earlier decision 

on resumption of assistance to Turkey. 



-
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.• • ,_....;o!f .. .., •• ,~.9.l!'.:~"·""o.·. . . ·- -. ';'''• ·. ··~·~,i~ 
Ha~~ee:I::etaryrc:·Kiss-mgetima.de -any· progress w1th the-G:reek'l·a nd 
Tur1Cis~For.'~i~m:Mi:ni~t~~::t9-:indicate the ban to cut-off military 
aid;.to.;.;l:tirkeY5i'ahouid!i;b~'2o ri.tinued? 

:?}~?·:~~~:"~~~::!:_'. ~· ".; .. ; ~- -:': .... J • • -~·- • ·- • 

Guidance: As you know, Secretary Kissinger~ meeting 
with the Greek and Turkish Foreign Ministers "'-+-r in Brussels 

C£!,lver/2f,' r ~_, 
and we hope that tlu a.t~~iion of the Ih a~ e aetit~ lee t~:i.., e• M1 

£ • ~-VI''- fk.T I li.J 5 ...; c../;1: ;..J c,<.J~ , . ' 

tAil e •'ZOE ....... -.[ I !llliiS to enable Secre ary Kissinger 
to continue his efforts to assist the parties in arriving at an 

"Even more important. the United States military assistance 
to Turkey is not. and has never ·been. granted ·as a f~r. · It has ·· 
been the view of th& United States · G9vernment since 1947 that the 
. security of Turkey is vital t 'o the security of the Eastern Mediter
ranean, to NATO Europe, and therefore to the security of the 
Atlantic Communi~. 11 

' 
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A. 

What is your present estimate of prospects for a Cyprua 
settlemeat? I ask this in the context of the Secretary's 
abortive plans to stop over in Ankara on November 8 and 
in light of your comments last month concerning 
Congressional action to cut off aid to Turkey. 

We very much regret that the negotiating process has 

moved along more slowly than we had hoped. We have not 

forgotten that there are thousands of people in Cyprus 

displaced from their homes who are living in refugee 

.camps. Early movement on the Cyprus issue is t~erefore 

a matter of humanitarian concern as well as a political 

necessity. 

I do not want to spend much time looking backward, in 

seeking an explanation of why things have not m01red more 

quickly. I continue to believe that a large part of the 

responsibility rests with the Congressional action last 

month which sought to cut off aid to Turkey. That action 

made the Turkish Government, as it would have made any 

proud people, reluctant to take certain unilateral steps 

which had been substantially agreed to prior to that action. 

Added to that delay was the delay caused by the domestic 

governmental crisis in Turkey. 

There is an urgent requirement that the Administration 

and the Congress work together on the Cyprus issue and other 

• 
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foreign policy questions. The Secretary of State and I 

stand ready to do our utmost to achieve this essential 

cooperation, but I remain opposed to any legislation which 

would dictate tactics, procedural negotiating requirements, 

or otherwise tie the hands of the President. 
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1. The House and the Senate willJt_onference today on th~ 

sit\ ,., 
~U..,V•laacdlW~oiit:ia~Ml!t1i1iH!fit:t'M?d!!l1~ed 
by the Administration. Will the Administration attempt to co_mpro-
1ni"!re--on this legislation and what will the President do if the restric
tiv~ amendments on Turkey and Chile are in the ·legislation which 
reaches his desk? 

fJos, T'D~ . ~;-c . 
Guidance·: I think the President made his aa · 1· • very clear in 
the statement we released yesterday. As you know, the legisla
tion is still in process and we of course hope the Congress will 
give careful consideration to the impact to some of the.·provisions 
attached to this legislation, but the President's position in this 
matter is clear and I have nothing to add today. 

FYI: In addition to the unacceptable Eagleton Amendment on aid 
to Turkey, we-alsOJ . .believe the Kennedy Amendment to cut off · 
military aid to Chile is unacceptable in that we believe_ the continued 
military assistance to Chile is an important contribution to the 
stability of the area and that a cut off of aid would be harmful. to 
our objecti~ in the ·region. End FYI • 
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9. Wi.l.b.the.rBr:esident:;veto"-'th~ co ntin uin~r. e so lution.:.:J.eg islatio.-D->paas.eek 
. - --- •• ·..-.L 

.by,.;.th~~~~~Doe&!!h~~~th~~-~field:~~lut~~~~-!r.iWhich-
--.=~~~~~~2o~nuin~ftesqlutiori:'~Ai:nendment.?? 

Guidance: The President has emphasized strongly in two recent 
statements that the_language contained in the Continuing Resolution 
is unacceptable . . However1 the Senate has passed a ~esolution which 
would suspend all application of the amendment and provide time for 
our efforts to assist the parties in bringing peace and reconciliation 
to Cyprus. The President hopes that the House will quickly pass 
this vital and wise resolution. 

FYI: If the Mansfield Resolution does not pass the President 
will veto the Continuing Resolution. 
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1. The House and the Senate will conference today on the .§_gpi;i-t.ilij'ff!J8 
,~~ legislation which contains several amendments opposed . _ 
by the Admin is I: ratio~." 'YJ!,lj,E!l_t¥,~T!?~~s E=~tion.:;at;em pt.;t~·C<?J~~J?:t;C?,j 

__ rn-~~~JJt,~~~~~}!-~~Y.~V.:h_a~~-~~~~~~-"~-~~~~~~~~~-?.£ · t~~::~~ric;1~e 
1\?.a:nen~~~~,;-~q_g:i}_~~~~~p.~teg:rsiatiow"wh~~~~~~s 
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Guidance: I think the President made his position very clear in 
the statement we released Tuesday.. As you know. the legis
tion is still in process and we of course hope that _Congress will 

-:- ·give careful consideration to the impact to some of the provisions 
attached to this legislation, but the President's position in this 
matter is clear and I have nothing to add today. 

FY!: In addition to the unacceptab.le Eagleton Amendment on aid 
to Turkey, we also_ believe the Kennedy Amendment to cut off 
military aid to Chile is unacceptable in that we helieve the continued 
military assistance to Chile is an important contribution to the 
stability of the area and that a cut off of aid would be harmful to our 
objectives in the region. End FYI • . 
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2. For ~our Information: · · '"')o 5 · · -
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9. Will the President veto the continuing resolution legislation passed 
by the Congress? Does he favor the Mansfield Resolution which 
suspends the language of the Continuing Resolution Amendment? 

Guidance: The President has emphasized strongly in two recent 
statements that the language contained in the Continuing Resolution 
is unacceptable. However, the Senate has passed a resolution which 
would suspend an application of the amendment and provide time for 
our efforts to assist the parties in bringing peace and reconciliation 
to Cyprus. The President hopes that the House will quickly pass 
this vital and wise resolution. 

FYI: If the Mansfield Resolution .does not pass the President 
will veto the Continuing Resolution. 
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Tti~GantiriUfngaR"esolub:ot»signech:~the; President...on,.-.9ctober.; ~~8-p,!~~-
vide:d"-for~~·e-d'iatercuto:ff!;of.military~assistanceto~·Turkey;'bu~----~ 
proVi dedt"t'oxllfJIIWM..,t;r.uiih"'}'!r.];Tecembe'i::B 1 Odi.: if: the Pr eside-n:f.~ig;? s-~ . 

· detenri.iha~t'fa~suchl'DSusperisioti=WoulCi rorthe?negotiattoni!regil-Cii'¥1) 
Cypj:'u ~!" Ha?~fi"~Presidentaye~signe'Cr stifh a:... dete"-friilnati~~rt~avoicFti{eiOi& 
cutoff or on~oo~llfntstince-·~·:$. 

Guidance: He has· not yet signed that determination but I exPect 
he will do so. so~n to permit c~ntinued military assistance to 
Turkey under the pr_ovisions of the Continuing Resolution. 

FYI: You should not get into lengthy discussions on whether 
the President feels there has been substantial progress toward 
an agreement on Cyprus etc. For today, you should simply stand 
on the President's statement of October 18th. 
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